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King J, Shehu I, Roland JT, Svirsky MA, Froemke RC. A
physiological and behavioral system for hearing restoration with
cochlear implants. J Neurophysiol 116: 844–858, 2016. First pub-
lished June 8, 2016; doi:10.1152/jn.00048.2016.—Cochlear implants
are neuroprosthetic devices that provide hearing to deaf patients,
although outcomes are highly variable even with prolonged training
and use. The central auditory system must process cochlear implant
signals, but it is unclear how neural circuits adapt—or fail to
adapt—to such inputs. The knowledge of these mechanisms is re-
quired for development of next-generation neuroprosthetics that in-
terface with existing neural circuits and enable synaptic plasticity to
improve perceptual outcomes. Here, we describe a new system for
cochlear implant insertion, stimulation, and behavioral training in rats.
Animals were first ensured to have significant hearing loss via phys-
iological and behavioral criteria. We developed a surgical approach
for multichannel (2- or 8-channel) array insertion, comparable with
implantation procedures and depth in humans. Peripheral and cortical
responses to stimulation were used to program the implant objec-
tively. Animals fitted with implants learned to use them for an
auditory-dependent task that assesses frequency detection and recog-
nition in a background of environmentally and self-generated noise
and ceased responding appropriately to sounds when the implant was
temporarily inactivated. This physiologically calibrated and behavior-
ally validated system provides a powerful opportunity to study the
neural basis of neuroprosthetic device use and plasticity.
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY

Cochlear implants are neuroprosthetic devices that pro-
vide hearing to deaf patients. However, outcomes can be
highly variable from patient to patient, and it is unclear
how these devices stimulate the central auditory system or
the degree to which plasticity in the auditory system is
important for successful cochlear implant use. To over-
come these challenges, we developed a new behaviorally

and physiologically validated system for multichannel im-
plant use in trained rats.

COCHLEAR IMPLANTS ARE WIDELY successful neuroprosthetic de-
vices that can restore the perception of hearing to the pro-
foundly deaf. Although they have been developed in humans
over a period of decades, and they have been implanted in over
300,000 patients worldwide, there is still limited understanding
of how the central auditory system adapts over time to rein-
terpret the new auditory input as meaningful sound (Fallon et
al. 2009b; Nourski et al. 2013). To study these issues better,
multiple animal models of cochlear implant insertion and
stimulation have been developed, including marmosets (John-
son et al. 2012), macaques (Pfingst and Rai 1990; Pfingst et al.
1981, 1995), cats (Beitel et al. 2000; Fallon et al. 2014; Klinke
et al. 1999; Leake et al. 1991; Ryugo et al. 2005; Schreiner and
Raggio 1996; Vollmer et al. 2001), guinea pigs (Agterberg and
Versnel 2014; Miller et al. 2000; Pfingst et al. 2011), ferrets
(Hartley et al. 2010; Isaiah et al. 2014), mice (Irving et al.
2013; Jero et al. 2001; Soken et al. 2013), and rats (Lu et al.
2005; Pinilla et al. 2001). These models have collectively
resulted in important insights about many clinically relevant
phenomena, such as mechanisms of residual hearing loss after
cochlear implantation (Reiss et al. 2015), the relation between
neural survival near intracochlear stimulation electrodes and
behavioral responses when those electrodes are stimulated
(Pfingst et al. 2011), and the effect of single-sided electrical
stimulation during development in a model of congenital deaf-
ness (Kral et al. 2013a), among many other examples.

Since there are many important questions about clinical
outcomes in different populations of human subjects, a variety
of fundamentally different animal models of cochlear implan-
tation has been developed. For example, animal studies rele-
vant to congenitally deaf cochlear implant users require that the
animals be profoundly deaf before they receive any auditory
input. This has been successfully achieved with the use of deaf
white cats (Beitel et al. 2000; Kral et al. 2002). Other animal
studies have been used to investigate cochlear implant use in
single-sided deafness with intact hearing in the nonimplanted
ear or in hybrid electroacoustic hearing with residual hearing in
the implanted ear (Benovitski et al. 2014; Kral et al. 2013a, b;
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Pfingst et al. 2011; Pfingst and Rai 1990). Yet, another signif-
icant clinical population is comprised of postlingually, bilater-
ally deaf adults, representing over 60% of cochlear implant
users (NIDCD Fact Sheet, Cochlear Implants 2011). These are
patients who were able to acquire a full oral linguistic system
before hearing loss. Once they receive a cochlear implant, they
must adapt to a set of novel, peripheral auditory patterns.
Despite the overall clinical success of cochlear implantation,
postlingually deaf adults still show important individual dif-
ferences in the communicative outcomes they ultimately
achieve and in the time it takes them to reach those outcomes.
The ability to adapt successfully to the new sensory patterns
provided by the implant likely underlies this variability (Fu and
Galvin 2008; Harnsberger et al. 2001; Reiss et al. 2007, 2014;
Svirsky et al. 2001, 2004), but as with the other cochlear
implant populations, a specific and appropriate animal model is
required for in-depth examination of such putative, behavior-
ally relevant plasticity.

Mice and rats are major model systems in biomedical re-
search, due to the genetic, behavioral, and physiological ad-
vantages they offer. Rats, in particular, can perform sophisti-
cated auditory and cognitive tasks during invasive neurophys-
iological recordings at the single-cell and network levels
(Brunton et al. 2013; Froemke et al. 2013; Karlsson et al. 2012;
Raposo et al. 2014), and transgenic rats are now available for
studies of specific mutations and optogenetic control of neural
circuits (Martins and Froemke 2015; Sotoca et al. 2014). The
combination and complexity of behavioral and physiological
manipulation that is achievable in the rat make it a useful
animal model to develop further for cochlear implant studies.
In the past, rodent models of cochlear implantation have posed
some anatomical obstacles due to the relatively small size of
the cochleae and the presence of a large stapedial artery (SA)
in the middle ear overlying the round window (RW). Previous
work on rodent cochlear implant surgeries used “ventral”
approaches, requiring animals to be supine during surgery
(which impairs breathing) and also requiring cauterization of
the SA (Jero et al. 2001; Pinilla et al. 2001). “Dorsal” ap-
proaches have also been developed, eliminating the need to
have the animal supine (Lu et al. 2005) or sacrificing the SA
(Soken et al. 2013).

Here, we introduce a rat model of cochlear implant use that
minimizes morbidity and increases array insertion depth. This
provides access to neurons with a broader range of character-
istic frequencies than has been achieved in other models;
access to these more apical regions of the cochlea also better
approximate human cochlear implant insertions. We demon-
strate that the deafened, implanted animals can learn to use the
new signals to perform an auditory detection and recognition
task using only input delivered by the cochlear implant. Fur-
thermore, implanted rats can both detect and recognize target
sounds from foil sounds with only cochlear implant stimulation
via a two- or eight-channel array in a background of environ-
mentally and self-generated noise. We have modified the
dorsal approach by performing a basal turn cochleostomy (CO)
instead of a RW insertion, avoiding the SA entirely and
inserting the array more deeply. Importantly, the CO approach
results in a significantly improved insertion angle that allows
for an eight-channel array to be fully inserted without resis-
tance. A similar approach has been successful in marmosets
(Johnson et al. 2012) and guinea pigs (Agterberg et al. 2010;

Pfingst et al. 2011) and is analogous to a commonly used
human insertion technique. Taken together, our implantation
and training methods, in a rat model that offers both genetic
and physiological advantages to these studies, will allow future
studies of cochlear implantation that recapitulate important
clinical phenomena in postlingually deaf humans with cochlear
implants, such as plasticity within the central auditory system
that enables successful cochlear implant use.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Forty-four female Sprague-Dawley rats were used in this study,
ranging in age from 2 to 5 mo old; all surgical procedures were
performed when animals were �3 mo old. Specifically, 13 rats were
used for deafening studies (n � 7 for sensorineural hearing loss, n �
6 for conductive hearing loss); 4 rats were used for the imaging
studies; 10 rats were used for histology; 6 rats were used for threshold
comparisons; 4 rats were used for acute electrophysiological record-
ings from the primary auditory cortex; and 7 rats were behaviorally
trained to use a unilaterally inserted cochlear implant after bilateral
deafening. Of these animals, only some were stimulated by a cochlear
implant: the sensorineural hearing loss with cochlear implant stimu-
lation animals that were used for histology, the animals used for
threshold comparisons, the acute cortical electrophysiology animals,
and the behaviorally trained and implanted animals. Animals were
obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) and
housed in an animal facility approved by the Association for Assess-
ment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. The Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of New York University School of
Medicine approved all procedures.

Acoustically evoked auditory brain stem responses. Auditory brain
stem responses (ABRs) to clicks and tones (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 kHz)
were assessed before the deafening procedure and/or cochlear implan-
tation and at least 2 wk postoperatively. Animals were anesthetized
with intramuscular ketamine (40 mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (0.125
mg/kg) and body temperature maintained, as hypothermia can signif-
icantly influence ABR recordings (Shaw 1988). Subdermal needle
electrodes were placed at the cranial vertex (recording electrode),
behind each pinna, and at the base of the spine above the tail
(reference and grounds). ABRs were recorded with a preamplifier
(DAM50; World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) connected to an
amplifier (MultiClamp 700A; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA)
and digitizer (Digidata 1440A; Molecular Devices); acoustic stimuli
were presented from 0 to 90 or 110 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) in
10 dB SPL steps with a digital signal processor and calibrated speaker
(Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL). ABR waveforms were
recorded using Clampex 10.3 (Molecular Devices) and data analyzed
with Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The free-field speaker was
calibrated at least once/month using an ACO 7017 microphone (ACO
Pacific, Belmont, CA). Click duration was 200 �s (10 �s rise/fall);
tone duration was 3 ms (1 ms rise/fall). All stimuli were presented for
300 sweeps at 20 Hz to reduce adaptation. Previous studies indicate
that 300 sweeps suffice for accurate ABR measurement (Ingham et al.
2011; Willott 2006).

Behavioral training. Rats were food restricted and trained on a
self-initiated, auditory go/no-go task (Froemke et al. 2013; Martins
and Froemke 2015). Animals nosepoke in a designated port to initiate
the trial and are trained to nosepoke in a different port if the target tone
was presented (4 or 22.6 kHz, any intensity) or withhold from
nosepoking if a nontarget (foil) tone was presented (0.5–32 or 8–45.3
kHz, excluding the target tone, at 0.5–1 octave intervals and at any
intensity). A sugar pellet reward was given for correct nosepokes
within 2.5 s of target-tone presentation, whereas a 7-s timeout was
given if the animal incorrectly nosepoked for foil tones. Animals that
achieved a �70% target-tone hit rate and a d=� 1.7 were included for
further testing and implantation. On the “wideband” task, all tones
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(target and foils) were presented at 70 dB SPL. On the “detection”
task, tones were presented at 20–90 dB SPL. Each training and testing
session was 45–60 min in duration.

Cochlear implantation. Animals were anesthetized with intramus-
cular ketamine (40 mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (0.125 mg/kg) to
induce areflexia and sedation, respectively. If necessary, re-dosing
was only performed with ketamine to prevent excessive respiratory
depression. Additionally, atropine (0.02 mg/kg) and dexamethasone
(0.2 mg/kg) were supplied subcutaneously, immediately after anes-
thesia induction to minimize bronchial secretions and to decrease
inflammation and intracranial pressure, respectively. Body tempera-
ture was maintained slightly hypothermic at 34–35°C with a direct
current temperature controller heating pad throughout the procedure.
Eye ointment (Puralube vet ointment; Dechra Veterinary Products,
Overland Park, KS) was used to prevent corneal drying. Animals were
positioned prone to optimize respiratory function. All surgical proce-
dures were performed with aseptic technique. The arrays were pro-
vided by Cochlear Americas (Denver, CO) and were either a two-
channel (ST04) or an eight-channel (HL08) array. The two-channel
array was connected to a six-pin Omnetics neuroconnector with two
additional extracochlear ball grounds (Omnetics Connector, Minne-
apolis, MN); the eight-channel array was connected to a nine-pin
Nanonics connector (TE Connectivity, Berwyn, PA) with a single,
additional extracochlear ball ground. Both arrays contained platinum-
iridium band electrodes and were coated in silastic.

The ipsilateral pinna was pulled forward and secured with a
hemostat, the head tilted away, and the ear canal identified as the
initial incision site. A postauricular incision was made and the
superficial fascia of the neck dissected to identify the facial nerve
[cranial nerve (CN) VII]. Any minor bleeding was controlled using
hemostatic epinephrine-soaked cotton pellets (Epidri pellets; Pascal
International, Bellevue, WA) applied with light pressure. The stern-
ocleidomastoid muscle (SCM) and posterior belly of the digastric
muscle (PBD) were dissected from the tympanic bulla (TB) rostral to
the trunk of CN VII. The TB was cleared of muscle and periosteum;
the periosteum of the bulla was kept in normal saline and used later to
seal the CO site. The drilling of the TB was begun ventrocaudally to
the trunk of CN VII with a 0.5-mm diamond burr and continued
dorsally until the SA overlying the RW was fully visualized, with care
taken to avoid injuring CN VII. Any remaining tissue or debris was
removed with microforceps before the CO is performed.

Before performing the CO and inserting the array, the array lead
and connector were secured. The postauricular incision was expanded
dorsally toward the skull by gently separating the skin from the
underlying tissue. An area 4–5 mm in diameter was cleared and
cleaned on the occipital skull, and the connector was attached per-
pendicular to the skull using C&B-Metabond (Parkell, Edgewood,
NY) and bone screws. The lead was then sutured to the trapezius
muscle, allowing enough lead to remain free to facilitate motion
required for array insertion. The ground leads were similarly secured
into small muscle pockets in the trapezius.

The CO site was identified �0.5 mm directly below the lip of the
RW in the basal turn of the cochlea, identified by the cochlear
promontory in the tympanic space. The site was gently drilled with a
0.1-mm diamond burr, and the array was inserted into the scala
tympani without resistance using AOS forceps (Cochlear, Sydney,
Australia) until all of the platinum-iridium contacts were within the
scala tympani. The array occludes most, if not all, of the drill site; to
minimize postsurgical perilymphatic leak, strips of periosteum taken
from the bulla were placed around the implant to seal the site,
followed by the highest-grade cyanoacrylate available (Surgi-lock
2oc; Meridian Animal Health, Omaha, NE). The 2-octyl cyanoacry-
late also functions to reduce infection risk and promote healing
(Silvestri et al. 2006), with no apparent negative effects on array
integrity. Lastly, the cyanoacrylate helps keep the electrode array in
place during postmortem histological analysis. The remaining lead
was cemented into the bulla with C&B-Metabond (Parkell). Before

closure, a small square of gelfoam with dexamethasone was left on the
root of the facial nerve to prevent inflammation and heal any minor
damage that may have occurred. The entire incision was sutured with
absorbable antibacterial sutures (Ethicon, Somerville, NJ) and then
coated with Neosporin (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ) and
topical 4% Lidocaine cream (LMX 4; Ferndale Laboratories,
Ferndale, MI). Recovery was facilitated by subcutaneous injection of
warmed, lactated Ringer’s (as ketamine is a diuretic) and maintenance
of body temperature until the animal was awake.

Sensorineural hearing loss. The deafening procedure is identical to
the cochlear implantation procedure, with two major exceptions:
1) the array was not left in place but was removed before closure of
the CO, and 2) ototoxic drug-soaked gelfoam (200 mg/ml kanamycin,
Thermo Fisher Scientific Life Sciences, Waltham, MA; 50 mg/ml
furosemide, Salix, Merck Animal Health, Summit, NJ) was left on the
CO site for 30 min before closure (Murillo-Cuesta et al. 2009).
Following both array and gelfoam removal, the CO site was closed
with a trapezius muscle or periosteum graft, followed by 2-octyl
cyanoacrylate (i.e., the array is removed from the cochlea). Both ears
were deafened in this manner. In animals that also received an
implant, both ears were deafened in this manner, but a functional array
remained in the right ear for chronic stimulation and training. The
deafening and implantation procedures all occurred in the same
surgical session, and the duration of deafness was controlled by the
time delay between the surgery and either the day of death (for
deaf-only controls) or the first stimulation day (for animals with
cochlear implant stimulation and training).

Conductive hearing loss. Following a small postauricular incision,
CN VII was identified and soft tissue around it dissected carefully.
Any minor bleeding was controlled with hemostatic epinephrine-
soaked cotton pellets (Epidri pellets; Pascal International), applied
with light pressure. The ear canal was cut to visualize the tympanic
membrane. The pars flaccida of the tympanic membrane was pierced
with jeweler’s forceps and the malleus removed through this incision,
with care taken to avoid jostling the stapes at the oval window. The
stapes was visualized after malleus removal to ensure that there was
no damage (Tucci et al. 1999). The postauricular incision was sutured
with absorbable antibacterial sutures (Ethicon) and then coated with
Neosporin (Johnson & Johnson) and topical 4% Lidocaine cream
(LMX 4; Ferndale Laboratories).

Temporal bone microradiography. Four animals with implants
were killed immediately after implantation to observe insertion depth.
The animals were deeply anesthetized and transcardially perfused
with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). The temporal bones were gently
removed with the implant intact. X-Ray micrographs were obtained
with a magnification fluoroscope (Glenbrook Technologies, Ran-
dolph, NJ).

Temporal bone histology. The animals were deeply anesthetized
and transcardially perfused with 4% PFA. The temporal bones were
gently removed and the round and oval windows punctured with
jeweler’s forceps. The array, if present, was also removed, since it
cannot be sliced well using this paraffin histology method. The bones
were left in fresh 4% PFA overnight before being transferred to 10%
EDTA for 3 wk to decalcify. Following decalcification, the bones
were trimmed and embedded in paraffin for sectioning (3 �m thick-
ness perpendicular to the modiolus). The sections were mounted on
glass slides and stained with hematoxylin and eosin to visualize the
cochlear structures, which were viewed at 4� and 10� magnification.
Cell counting was done in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD).

Delivery of electrical stimulation. Electrical stimulation was deliv-
ered by an off-the-shelf Nucleus Freedom system (Cochlear) speech
processor in which its transmitter coil drove a CI24RE implant
emulator, where its output was connected to the implanted electrodes.
The implant emulator is a standard clinical cochlear implant that is
mounted in a plastic box with a DB-25 connector. We then created a
pigtail wire with a DB-25 connector and an Omnetics (Omnetics
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Connector)/Nanonics (TE Connectivity) connector to connect the
emulator to the skull-anchored connector. The skull-anchored connec-
tor is also an Omnetics/Nanonics connector that is directly attached to
the implanted array and one to two ground balls.

Electrically evoked compound action potentials. Electrically
evoked compound action potential (ECAP) thresholds from the audi-
tory nerve were measured using AutoNRT (Custom Sound Suite 4.0;
Cochlear), an automated system for the Nucleus Freedom system
(Cochlear) cochlear implant (Botros et al. 2007). The recording
parameters include a stimulation rate of 250 Hz with charge-balanced,
biphasic pulses (25 �s/phase), 35 averages per measurement, 120 �s
delay between stimulation and recording, and a forward-masking
paradigm. For the two-channel array, the ECAP was obtained by
recording through the other (unstimulated) electrode. For the eight-
channel array, the ECAP was recorded through a contact two channels
away from the stimulation electrode. Thresholds were confirmed with
extrapolated neural response telemetry measurements acquired in
Custom Sound EP (Cochlear) and by visual inspection (van Dijk et al.
2007). In all cases, the ground electrode was in the trapezius muscle.

Electrically evoked ABRs. A similar ABR setup was used for
electrically evoked ABR (EABR) in animals with cochlear implants.
The CI24RE implant emulator was driven by a Freedom system
speech processor connected through the Freedom Programming Pod
to a Windows personal computer running the Custom Sound EP
software (Cochlear), and the EABR function was used (5 charge-
balanced biphasic pulses, 25 �s/phase, 900 Hz stimulation frequency,
300 sweeps at 20 Hz) to stimulate the implant, while the recording
setup remained the same as with the acoustically EABR. A modified
cable with stereo jack and Bayonet Neill-Concelman connectors was
used to connect the Programming Pod to the trigger input of the
Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices), facilitating coordination of each
sweep of the electrical stimulus (stimulation intensity was controlled
through Custom Sound) with the ABR recording setup in Clampex
10.3 (Molecular Devices).

Electrically evoked multiunit cortical responses. Animals were
anesthetized with ketamine (40 mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (0.125
mg/kg) and their temperature maintained. Following partial resection
of the temporalis muscle, the temporal skull was removed to expose
auditory cortex, which was identified by characteristic vasculature and
confirmed by multiunit responses to acoustic tone presentation at
�500 �m depth with tungsten multiunit electrodes (0.5 M�). The
contralateral ear was implanted with an array, which was then con-
nected through the Programming Pod to the physiology equipment, as
if measuring EABRs. The electrodes of the array were separately
stimulated by Custom Sound (5 charge-balanced biphasic pulses, 25
�s/phase, 900 Hz stimulation frequency, 20 sweeps at 0.9 Hz) at
intensity levels at, above, and below ECAP threshold while recording
extracellular activity in auditory cortex. The lower thresholds for
cortical activity in response to the array were determined by the
lowest current level that could evoke multiunit activity above back-
ground level on at least 20% of the stimulus trials.

Implant programming. Impedance and threshold measurements
(ECAP and EABR) were obtained intraoperatively using Custom
Sound EP (Cochlear) and were used for the initial programming of the
sound processor. Since the mean ECAP and EABR thresholds differed
by 24 �A (range: �241 to �50 �A) or 0.7 dB (range: �4.5 to �2.7
dB) and were highly correlated (r2 � 0.69, P 	 0.001), ECAP was
used for programming in all animals, as ECAP measurements can be
performed in awake animals. In Custom Sound Suite 4.0 (Cochlear),
the ECAP thresholds were imported and used to guide the setting of
the dynamic range. The ECAP threshold was used as the maximum
stimulation level, and the minimum stimulation level was set to 30%
below the maximum level (microamperes); this also corresponds to 30
“clinical units” below the maximum level, equivalent to 4.7 dB in the
CI24RE implant emulator (Azadpour and McKay 2012). The appro-
priateness of this range was confirmed by multiunit recordings in
the auditory cortex and the presence (or absence) of behavioral

readouts of inappropriately high stimulation. For example, if the
animal demonstrated irritation (e.g., excessive scratching), freez-
ing behavior, or otherwise unnatural behavioral responses to the
implant being turned on, then the processor was reprogrammed to
lower the maximum stimulation level in increments of five clinical
units (equivalent to 0.78 dB) until the animal did not demonstrate
those behaviors. The use of the ECAP threshold as the upper end
of the dynamic range and the cortical threshold as the lower end is
based on our physiological recordings and behavioral observations.
The clinical literature suggests that ECAPs typically fall within the
audible range (Brown et al. 2000; Jeon et al. 2010). Moreover, the
cortical threshold has also been shown to be closely related to
the behavioral threshold in implanted cats (Beitel et al. 2000). Finally,
the implant impedances and ECAP thresholds were monitored every
few days until they remained relatively stable. This was done while
the animal was freely moving in its home cage, and changes to
minimum and maximum stimulation levels were made accordingly.

For animals fitted with the two-channel array, the two active elec-
trodes split the frequency allocation table, such that the apical electrode
was activated by 182-1,063 Hz sounds, whereas the basal electrode
activated by 1,064–7,938 Hz sounds. The pulse parameters were com-
parable with those used in the EABR and cortical stimulation (charge-
balanced biphasic pulses, 25 �s/phase, 900 Hz stimulation frequency),
and the stimulus maxima were set to 1 (such that only 1 electrode was
stimulated at a time for any given acoustic input). In the eight-channel
array, stimulation parameters remained the same except that the
maxima were set to eight, with the frequency allocation distributed
across the channels as follows, from most apical to basal: 188–438;
438–688; 688-1,063; 1,063-1,563; 1,563–2,313; 2,313–3,438;
3,438–5,188; and 5,188–7,938 Hz.

Behavior training with the implant. For deafened animals fitted
with a cochlear implant, the go/no-go task setup was similar to that for
normal hearing animals, except that the target and nontarget (foil)
stimuli activated specific intracochlear electrodes. Animals were
plugged in via the skull-anchored connector and through a commu-
tator at the top of the behavior box. This connected to the implant
emulator (CI24RE) and speech processor (Freedom system; Cochlear)
via a DB-25. The speech processor microphone was oriented toward
the speaker; the speaker then played pure tones corresponding to a
frequency in the range for a given electrode (e.g., 500 Hz to stimulate
apical electrode in the 2-channel setup). In the two-channel array, the
apical channel was the target, and the second (more basal) channel
was the foil. In the eight-channel array, the fifth channel was the target
channel, and all seven other channels were the foils. Since the
activation of the cochlear implant is acoustic, it is imperative that the
animal was functionally, acoustically deaf, such that these acoustic
pure tones only result in the intracochlear array stimulation and not a
mixed electroacoustic stimulation. Since acoustic tone presentation
never exceeded 90 dB SPL, demonstration of ABR and behavioral
abolishment up to and above this sound intensity (up to 110 dB SPL)
was sufficient to ensure lack of acoustic hearing in this behavioral
cochlear implant setup.

Rats were trained in four distinct phases: nosepoke training, target
association, target detection, and target recognition. In phase one,
animals learned the spatial and temporal requirements for nosepoking:
trials were initiated by nosepoking in the initiation port and then had
to nosepoke in the detection port within 2.5 s. The correct order and
timing of the nosepokes were rewarded with a sugar pellet from an
automatic food dispenser within the training box. Once the animal
correctly initiated trials at a rate greater than two trials/minute, it
moved to the second phase. In phase two, the target stimulation was
introduced, such that every trial initiated resulted in stimulation of the
target electrode; correctly timed nosepokes in the detection port were
rewarded. Once the animal achieved a �70% hit rate, it moved to the
third phase. Completion of phases one and two usually only required
�6–10 days, since the animals were pretrained on the acoustic
version of this task.
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In phase three, “no-sound” trials were introduced into the task, such
that trial initiation resulted in either stimulation of the target electrode
or no stimulation. This was the target-detection phase and ensured that
the animal associated the target stimulation with the reward, where
only the nosepokes on target trials were rewarded, whereas those
during the no-sound trials were not rewarded and instead, resulted in
a timeout of 7 s before the next trial could be initiated. Once the
animal achieved a d= � 1.7, it moved to the final phase, in which the
no-sound trials were replaced and/or complemented with stimulation
of the electrode(s) that were not the target electrode. The ratio of
target to no-sound and/or foil trials could be varied to control task
complexity parametrically. Behavioral performance in phases three
and four was quantified with d=; behavioral improvement occurred
over a period of weeks, once no-sound and foil options were pre-
sented. Experiments were terminated when arrays were dislodged or
electrically shorted, or behavioral performance dropped to �0 for at
least 5 subsequent days.

Statistics. For all behavioral experiments, performance was com-
puted as the difference in Z scores between hits (correct response to
target) and false positives (incorrect response to nontarget): d= � Z
(hit rate) � Z (false-positive rate). For detection and recognition
curves, the average response rates to the stimuli for an individual
animal were calculated and plotted with the SE. Behavioral threshold
was calculated only for the hearing/deaf acoustic-only animals and
was calculated as the lowest intensity at which target response rate
(mean 
 SE) was significantly (P 	 0.05) different from nontarget
response rate (mean 
 SE) by a Student’s two-tailed paired t-test.
Comparison of before and after d= and behavioral thresholds was also
calculated with a Student’s two-tailed paired t-test.

For ABR recordings, 300 sweeps for each single stimulus at a
single intensity were averaged to create the ABR waveform. ABR
threshold for each stimulus was determined as the minimum intensity
at which the amplitude of least one of the ABR peaks (examined
within the 100 ms following the stimulus onset) is at least two SD
above the noise baseline (taken as the mean of 100 ms before the
stimulus presentation).

RESULTS

Animals are deaf following bilateral cochlear trauma. Our
goal was to develop a rodent model of cochlear implant use
where animals must rely only on implant stimulation for
hearing. Therefore, we first had to establish a straightforward
and reliable method of deafening. Here, we define “deafness”
as loss of auditory responses (physiological, behavioral, or
otherwise) when tested up to 90–110 dB SPL. In general,
ABRs to click and pure-tone stimuli (Figs. 1, A–C, 2, and 3, A
and B) are an electrophysiological proxy for hearing used to
assess auditory thresholds in animals (and humans). ABR
waveforms (Fig. 1A) and thresholds (Fig. 1, B and C) for
normal hearing animals were typical for rats (Lu et al. 2005),
with lower frequencies having higher thresholds than higher
frequencies. Bilateral, sensorineural deafening by physical co-
chlear trauma, plus intrascalar ototoxic drug administration,
produced undetectable (up to 90–110 dB SPL) ABRs (Fig. 1,
A–C; click threshold before deafening: 37 
 2 dB SPL; no
significant response after deafening). The system we developed
to measure ABRs is shown in Fig. 2.

We then examined behavioral performance on a frequency
recognition go/no-go auditory task (Froemke et al. 2013;
Martins and Froemke 2015). Adult rats were operantly
conditioned to nosepoke for a food reward in response to 4
or 22.6 kHz target stimuli of any intensity, withholding
responses to six foil tones of other frequencies (Fig. 1D; 4

kHz target). Bilateral, sensorineural deafness dramatically
impaired performance on this task, with the animals failing
to respond to the target tone (Fig. 1, E and F; d= before
deafening: 2.23 
 0.1; d= after deafening: 0.02 
 0.04, P 	
0.0001). Overall hit rates were low but nonzero for both
target and nontarget stimuli, indicating that deafened ani-
mals were still attempting to perform the task; in both—
normal hearing and deafened cases—trained animals initiated
trials at similar rates (Fig. 1G; before deafening: 4.6 
 0.1
pokes/min; after deafening: 3.9 
 0.2 pokes/min, P � 0.08).
Deafened animals failed to detect and recognize target tones
accurately, regardless of the sound level (Fig. 1, H and I),
indicating that this procedure leads to significant functional
hearing loss. Behavioral thresholds for target-tone detection
were compared with click ABR thresholds in hearing animals
(ABR threshold: 37 
 2 dB SPL; behavioral threshold: 34 

5 dB SPL, P � 0.8). Thus bilateral cochlear trauma and
ototoxic drug application reliably induced functional deafness
(up to 90–110 dB SPL), with a loss of at least 60 dB HL.

This is compared with conductive hearing loss with malleus
removal. Whereas malleus removal resulted in abolishment of
typical ABR thresholds (Fig. 3, A and B; click threshold before
deafening: 35 
 2 dB SPL; no significant response after
deafening up to 90–110 dB SPL), behavioral target recognition
and detection were only mildly impaired (Fig. 3, C–F; d=
before: 1.6 
 0.2, d= after: 1.5 
 0.4, P � 0.60; behavioral
hearing threshold before: 33 
 5 dB SPL, behavioral hearing
threshold after: 47 
 6 dB SPL, P 	 0.05) and not as impaired
as in the case of animals deafened with intrascalar drugs and
trauma. Thus ABRs and behavioral responses assess hearing
ability differently. These data support other recent reports
concerning the separability of behavioral and electrophysiolog-
ical measures of hearing (Chambers et al. 2016; Guo et al.
2015). Additionally, based on both of these measures, we
decided only to deafen our animals with the described combi-
nation of cochlear trauma and ototoxic drug administration to
ensure fully significant functional deafness.

CO approach for cochlear implantation in rats. We then
developed a CO insertion approach for minimally invasive
cochlear implantation in rats. The rat-sized arrays are shown in
Fig. 4, A and B. With a dorsal approach via a postauricular
incision, the TB was identified and drilled to reveal the cochlea
and SA partially (Fig. 4C). The CO site was chosen below the
RW and within the basal turn for array insertion directly into
the scala tympani. Since it is more ventral than the RW
approach, the bulla does not need to be drilled as extensively as
with the RW approach. Importantly, the insertion angle can be
shallower, and the array can slide in more easily, since it does
not have to go around the RW lip and can follow the cochlear
wall. Whereas the RW lip can be drilled to eliminate this
problem partially (Soken et al. 2013), the SA in the rat is still
obstructive and would require cauterization, with the possibil-
ity of leading to negative side effects or mortality. Our refined
CO approach is thus less invasive than those requiring SA
cauterization. Additionally, the ease of CO insertion allows the
implantation of the eight-channel array. This would otherwise
be difficult via the RW approach.

The CO approach also shortens the duration of surgery and
allows for a significantly deeper insertion of an array compared
with the RW approach. We confirmed that the arrays were
properly inserted into the cochlea by using a magnification
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fluoroscope to take X-ray micrographs (Fig. 5, A and B). The
eight-channel array insertion is quite deep (Fig. 5B; approxi-
mately 1 full cochlear turn). This allows for array access to
areas of the cochlea that represent lower frequencies, which
can be important for behavioral studies. Notably, this is the
deepest array insertion (as measured relative to cochlear turns)
in cochlear implant animal models to date and is comparable
with the insertion depths achieved in humans (Landsberger et
al. 2015).

Finally, in addition to reliable, deep insertion of eight-
channel arrays, this approach results in minimal intracochlear
damage. Comparison of cochlear histology from animals with
normal hearing, conductive hearing loss, sensorineural hearing
loss without stimulation, and sensorineural hearing loss with
array stimulation indicated that cochlear spaces and basilar
membrane integrity were preserved in all cases (Fig. 6, A–D).
Whereas this preservation is obvious in the normal hearing

animals and in rats with conductive hearing loss, where the
cochlea was untouched (Fig. 6, A and B), it is of note that the
cochlear wall, organ of Corti, and basilar membrane remain
intact in the case of the sensorineural hearing loss without
stimulation (Fig. 6C) and in the case of sensorineural hearing
loss with electrical stimulation (Fig. 6D). Thus array insertion
or the combination of array insertion and electrical stimulation
did not overtly damage cochlear structures. In Fig. 6, C and D,
the perimodiolar slices show that parts of the basal turn
previously occupied the array, which is explanted for paraffin
histology. The resulting hearing loss may be due to a loss of
hair cell synapses onto spiral ganglion cell processes and/or to
profound hair cell dysfunction or death (Kujawa and Liberman
2015; Zilberstein et al. 2012). In any case, whereas sensorineu-
ral hearing loss did result in loss of spiral ganglion neurons
(Fig. 6E; normal hearing: 2,411 
 120 cells/mm2; sensorineu-
ral hearing loss without stimulation: 1,310 
 179 cells/mm2,

Fig. 1. Sensorineural hearing loss in rats. A: typical ABR waveforms for an 80-dB SPL click stimulus in the normal hearing condition (black); stimulus onset
marked with dotted line. The discernable peaks are labeled I–V. ABR waveform for 80 dB SPL click stimulus in the bilaterally deafened condition is shown
in red. B: ABR threshold comparison in an example animal. The black line represents the thresholds for each stimulus frequency in the normal hearing animal;
the red line is for the same animal after deafening. C: ABR threshold comparison for all animals, shown as mean threshold in the normal hearing (black) and
deafened (red) conditions. D: summary of ABR click thresholds before and after deafening. Open circles denote animals tested up to 90 dB SPL (n � 4); filled,
red circles denote animals tested up to 110 dB SPL (n � 3). ABR click threshold before deafening: 37 
 2 dB SPL; ABR click threshold after deafening:
nonresponsive (NR). E: parametric, self-initiated, acoustic go/no-go task. F: behavioral target recognition comparison in an example animal. Black is normal
hearing baseline; red is the same animal after deafening. G: behavioral target recognition across all animals, shown as means 
 SE. H: summary of behavioral
d= before and after deafening (d= before deafening: 2.23 
 0.14; d= after deafening: 0.02 
 0.04, P 	 0.0001, Student’s paired two-tailed t-test). Open circles
indicate animals trained on the 4-kHz target-tone task (n � 4); filled, green circles indicate animals trained on the 22.6-kHz target-tone task (n � 2).
I: self-initiation rate in the normal hearing (black) and deafened (red) conditions (self-initiation rate before deafening: 4.6 
 0.1 pokes/min; self-initiation rate
after deafening: 3.9 
 0.2 pokes/min, P � 0.05, Student’s paired two-tailed t-test). J: behavioral target detection comparison in an example animal. Black is
normal hearing; red is after deafening. K: behavioral target detection across all animals, shown as means 
 SE. L: summary of behavioral hearing threshold before
and after deafening (threshold before deafening: 34 
 5 dB SPL; threshold after deafening: nonresponsive).
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P 	 0.05, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction for
multiple comparison), array stimulation did not affect spiral
ganglion neuron density compared with the sensorineural hear-
ing loss without array stimulation (sensorineural hearing loss
without array stimulation: 1,310 
 179 cells/mm2; sensorineu-
ral hearing loss with array stimulation: 1,031 
 211 cells/mm2,
P � 0.05, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction for
multiple comparison). This was unsurprising, as implanted
animals did not receive chronic passive stimulation but were
only stimulated during the behavioral sessions.

Objective programming of the cochlear implant dynamic
range. Our approach has the potential to allow for stimulation
of the peripheral and central auditory systems over a wide
range of characteristic frequencies. The implanted intraco-
chlear array can reliably induce ECAPs (Fig. 7A), a measure of
eighth nerve function, and EABRs (Fig. 7B), a measure of
brain stem processing of auditory stimulation. In both cases,
response amplitude increased with higher stimulation current
intensities (Fig. 7, C and D).

The ECAP and EABR thresholds were used to assess both
the minimum and maximum stimulation levels with the co-
chlear implant, both of which are important for objective sound

processor programming in animals and in prelingual children
(Miller et al. 2008). In deafened rats with implants (n � 6, with
2-channel arrays), ECAP and EABR measurements produced
thresholds that were quite similar (Fig. 7, C and D) and highly
correlated in individual animals (Fig. 7E). Thus we measured
the ECAP threshold over time to program the maximum
stimulation level, since ECAP measurements are straightfor-
ward to obtain and can be obtained in awake, mobile animals
without the need for anesthesia (which is required for EABRs).
ECAP responses were recorded every few days to ensure that
the programs on the sound processors were providing appro-
priate stimulation for behavior. Thresholds initially increased
from the intraoperative (anesthetized) recording through the
first week of stimulation; during the period of postoperative
recovery and nosepoke training (�8 days) before the first
stimulation day (target association), animals were deaf with no
stimulation exposure. However, once regular stimulation be-
gan, the ECAP thresholds became relatively stable for the
duration of the stimulation period.

It is important to program appropriately the dynamic range
of the cochlear implant to ensure that the current levels are high
enough to activate the central auditory system but below

Fig. 2. Schematic of the ABR setup.
A: wiring diagram. Rats were positioned in a
sound-attenuating booth on a direct current
temperature-controlling heating pad with 20
cm between the leading edge of the speaker
and the rat’s interaural axis. During calibra-
tion, the microphone is positioned at the
same height and at the putative interaural
axis. Subdermal needle electrodes (Rhythm-
link International, Columbia, SC) are placed
at the vertex [recording/channel 1 (Ch1)],
left mastoid [reference (Ref)], right mas-
toid [ground (Gnd)], and lower back
(Gnd). Electrode signals are amplified
(DAM50; World Precision Instruments),
digitized (Digidata 1440A; Molecular De-
vices), and then recorded in Clampex 10.3
(Molecular Devices). Stimuli are pre-
sented through an MF1 free-field speaker,
triggered by an RZ6 with a 40-dB gain,
and controlled via RPvdsEx software
(Tucker-Davis Technologies). Stimulus
presentation and sweep recording are co-
ordinated through the Digidata 1440A
starter input. B: setup of stimulus presen-
tation and corresponding putative ABR
waveform.
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stimulation levels that are startling or damaging. We found that
the minimum stimulation levels could be reliably predicted
across animals by measuring spiking responses in the primary
auditory cortex (AI). We made multiunit recordings from the
contralateral AI of anesthetized, acutely and unilaterally im-
planted animals (Fig. 8). AI spiking was robustly evoked in
response to intracochlear electrode stimulation—below, at,
and above the ECAP threshold at multiple cortical locations in
the same animal (2 locations for 1 electrode are shown in Fig.
8A). Similar cortical thresholds were obtained across animals
as well (Fig. 8B). These data indicate that the ECAP threshold
can be used as the maximum stimulation level. AI spiking
responses could be reliably evoked with stimulation currents
�30% below the ECAP threshold, which corresponds to �4.7
dB or 30 clinical units below the ECAP threshold (Fig. 8A).
Taken together, these data indicate that the cortical threshold
was consistently lower than the ECAP threshold and was

dissociated from cortical responses at ECAP threshold. Our
observation that the ECAP threshold (and thus also the EABR
threshold; Fig. 7) was consistently higher than the cortical
threshold is similar to previous findings in implanted cats
(Beitel et al. 2000). Furthermore, Beitel et al. (2000) showed
that cortical thresholds corresponded to behavioral thresholds.
Therefore, the ECAP threshold can be used to set the maxi-
mum stimulation level, and subtraction from the ECAP thresh-
old can be used to determine the minimum stimulation level.
We have also observed that the maximum stimulation level can
be raised by �3 dB without significant adverse behavioral
responses, such as freezing or vocalization, resulting in a
dynamic range comparable with that in cats (Fallon et al.
2009a), ferrets (Hartley et al. 2010), and guinea pigs (Agter-
berg et al. 2010).

Behavioral validation of cochlear implant use. Animals
were bilaterally deafened and unilaterally implanted within a

Fig. 3. Conductive hearing loss. A: ABR threshold comparison in an example animal. The black line represents the thresholds for each stimulus frequency in
the normal hearing animal; the blue line is for the same animal after malleus removal. B: ABR threshold comparison across all animals, shown as means 
 SE.
C: summary of ABR click thresholds before and after malleus removal [ABR click threshold before: 35 
 2 dB SPL; ABR click threshold after: nonresponsive
(NR)]. D: behavioral target recognition comparison in an example animal. Black is normal hearing baseline; blue is the same animal after malleus removal.
E: behavioral target recognition across all animals, shown as means 
 SE. F: summary of behavioral d= before and after malleus removal (d= before: 1.6 
 0.2;
d= after: 1.5 
 0.4, P � 0.60, Student’s paired two-tailed t-test). G: behavioral target detection comparison in an example animal. Black is normal hearing; blue
is after malleus removal. H: behavioral target detection across all animals, shown as means 
 SE. I: summary of behavioral hearing threshold before and after
malleus removal (behavioral hearing threshold before: 33 
 5 dB SPL; behavioral hearing threshold after: 47 
 6 dB SPL, P 	 0.05, Student’s paired two-tailed
t-test).
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single surgical session; postoperative recovery typically takes
�5 days, during which the animal had significant functional
hearing loss and received no implant stimulation. Postoperative
ECAP thresholds were acquired the first day of implant stim-
ulation and used to program the sound processor. Animals
were then trained over four phases (Table 1), beginning with

nosepoke training and target association. In the subsequent
training phase, animals learned to use the cochlear implant to
detect a target stimulus and differentiate between target and
nontarget (foil) stimuli.

We have demonstrated this using both the two-channel
array (n � 4) and the eight-channel array (n � 3). Success
on the behavioral task required auditory input, whether
acoustic or electric: normal hearing animals and implanted
animals with the processor on performed significantly above
chance, whereas their deaf or implant-off counterparts did
not [Fig. 9, B and C; hearing d=: 2.68 
 0.12; cochlear
implant-on (CI-on) d=: 1.70 
 0.25; deaf d=: 0.01 
 0.04;
cochlear implant-off (CI-off) d=: 0.04 
 0.03, P 	 0.001].
In the hearing and deaf cases, the target was a pure tone, and
the nontargets were other pure tones. In the cochlear implant
animals, the target was stimulation of one electrode, and the
nontargets were stimulation of one or more other electrodes.
The animals had a comparable self-initiation rate when the
cochlear implant was either on or off (Fig. 9D; CI-on:
4.21 
 0.35; CI-off: 3.93 
 0.29, P � 0.47), indicating that
the drop in d= was not due to reduced motivation or mobil-
ity. Notably, the ability to use the cochlear implant stimu-
lation to replace acoustic stimuli for this behavioral task was
experience dependent (Fig. 9E). This suggests that at least
some of the animals learned how to use the implant to hear
again, presumably by central adaptation to the new signals.
Animals learned the task with variable trajectories and
success, although they could all perform above chance
within 3 wk. Implant stimulation was possible up to 66 days
in 7 animals before behavioral testing had to be terminated
(Fig. 7F). Criteria for termination are delineated specifically
for each animal in Behavior training with the implant.
Together, these results show that our physiologically cali-
brated and behaviorally validated system for cochlear im-

Fig. 4. Cochlear implant procedure in rats. A: array dimensions for the 2- or 4-channel, full-banded array. In the 2-channel setup, the most apical and the second
electrodes are active, and there are 2 structural electrodes present: the third and the most basal electrode; all 4 electrodes are evenly spaced within a tapered tip,
2.0 mm in length. The center-to-center spacing is 1.2 mm for the 2-channel arrays and 0.77 mm for the 8-channel arrays (close to the 0.75-mm spacing in human
electrodes). Array dimensions are listed in millimeters. B: array dimensions for the 8-channel, half-banded array. C: dorsal approach to cochleostomy (CO). Left:
head of the animal is tilted away and the ear pulled forward to identify the external ear canal over which the postauricular incision is made (red arrow). Middle:
subsequent to fascia and soft-tissue dissection, the following landmarks are identified: ear canal (EC), facial nerve (CN7), submandibular gland (SMG), tympanic
bulla (TB), posterior belly of the digastric muscle (PBD), trapezius (TR), and sternocleidomastoid muscle (SCM). The drill site (X) is identified at the root of
the facial nerve in the TB. Right: the view through the opened TB reveals the stapedial artery (SA) overlying the round window (RW), the usual site of array
insertion. The CO site is identified below the SA within the basal turn of the cochlea, the cochlear promontory (CP).

Fig. 5. Anatomical verification of implantation procedure. A: ventral view (top)
and orthogonal view (bottom) of the 2-channel array. Open arrowheads
indicate structural rings. B: ventral view (top) and orthogonal view (bottom) of
the 8-channel array. Original scale bars, 1 mm.
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plant use can successfully restore hearing to functionally
deaf rats, likely after a period of experience-dependent
plasticity within the central auditory system.

DISCUSSION

Here, we describe a new approach to intracochlear array
insertion in rats, including a rapid method for objective sound
processor programming and an automated, freely moving be-
havioral conditioning setup to assess cochlear implant use.
With the use of anatomical, physiological, and behavioral
metrics, we have assessed the success of this approach by
reliably implanting female Sprague-Dawley rats with two- and
eight-channel arrays. This methodology and system will be
useful for studies of neurophysiological changes that promote
adaptation and use of cochlear implants and other neuropros-
thetic devices.

Whereas there are several animal models of cochlear im-
plants and single-sided deafness or residual hearing (hybrid
models), we sought to develop a system that will enable the
studies of central and peripheral plasticity that may occur only
with cochlear implant stimulation and use in the absence of any
residual hearing outside of experimental control. Specifically,
this initial version of the model is intended to mimic the effect

of cochlear implant stimulation in postlingually deaf adults. Of
foremost importance to such studies is behavioral verification
that animals are bilaterally, functionally deafened. This pre-
vents the animals from using residual acoustic hearing to
perform the task, instead requiring reliance on signals deliv-
ered via the cochlear implant. This setup reduces the confounds
of ear preference, hearing type (acoustic vs. electric) prefer-
ence, or use of nonauditory modalities to perform the task.
Here, we showed that significant functional hearing loss can be
easily achieved by a combined approach of physical intraco-
chlear trauma with intrascalar application of ototoxic drugs,
performed together with the array implantation. This mini-
mizes surgical time and recovery time, both of which could
adversely affect behavioral training.

To determine that this was an effective method for inducing
hearing loss, both in terms of time and degree of loss, we
compared techniques to induce bilateral, sensorineural hearing
loss and conductive hearing loss by examining physiological
(ABR), anatomical (histological), and functional (behavioral)
effects. With the use of intrascalar ototoxic drugs, coupled with
the insertion and removal of an intrascalar array, we induced
sensorineural hearing loss that resulted in the abolishment of
ABR waveforms, increases of behavioral target detection, and

Fig. 6. Cochlear histology. A–D: views (4� and 10�) of hematoxylin and eosin-stained cochleae of animals with normal hearing (A), conductive hearing loss
(B), sensorineural hearing loss without cochlear implant stimulation (C), and sensorineural hearing loss with unilateral cochlear implant (CI) stimulation (D).
Asterisk (*) in C, SA. All original scale bars, 100 �m. E: quantification of spiral ganglion neuron (SGN) cell density in all 4 conditions. *P 	 0.05; **P 	 0.01.
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behavioral hearing thresholds up to at least 90–110 dB SPL,
and a substantial (�50%) loss of spiral ganglion neurons was
observed in the absence of other gross histopathology.
Whereas death of hair cells and their synapses may be contrib-
uting directly to the sensorineural hearing loss (Kujawa and
Liberman 2015; Zilberstein et al. 2012), the degree of spiral
ganglion neuron survival has clinical implications for cochlear
implantation. The degree to which spiral ganglion neuron
counts directly or indirectly correspond to speech understand-
ing is controversial (Khan et al. 2005; Seyyedi et al. 2014), but
their requirement in some way for successful use of the implant
is generally accepted. Thus the ability of our animals, with this
significant spiral ganglion neuron loss, to learn to use the
cochlear implant demonstrates that our setup is useful in terms
of modeling a human phenomenon.

In the case of conductive hearing loss induced by malleus
disarticulation, the degree of hearing loss was less straightfor-
ward. We observed that whereas ABR waveforms were abol-
ished up to 90 dB SPL, indicating a shift of at least �60 dB
hearing level, behavioral target detection was only slightly
impaired, and behavioral hearing threshold shifted by approx-

imately �20 dB. Whereas this may seem surprising, there is
quite a range of hearing threshold shifts presented in the
literature, depending on various factors, such as type of con-
ductive hearing loss, age at deafening, and method of hearing
assessment. These values are anywhere from �35 to �60 dB
of hearing loss (Liberman et al. 2015; Sumner et al. 2005;
Tucci et al. 1999; Xu et al. 2007). Additionally, the difference
in ABR and behavioral threshold shifts specifically after mal-
leus removal has been demonstrated in the gerbil, where
conductive hearing loss results in ABR threshold shifts of �55
dB SPL at 4 kHz (Rosen et al. 2012; Tucci et al. 1999) but
behavioral threshold shifts of �30 dB SPL (Buran et al. 2014).
Furthermore, ABR shifts from �40 to �80–90 dB SPL, which
are similar to our values, have also been reported (Xu et al.
2007). Thus our ABR threshold shifts are not without prec-
edent in the literature, and our behavioral threshold shifts
are on the lower end of what might be expected (�20 –30).
Whereas spiral ganglion neuron counts were lower com-
pared with normal hearing animals, this difference was not
statistically significant. The decrease in spiral ganglion
neurons may support previous literature regarding substan-

Fig. 7. Physiological calibration of cochlear
implant stimulation. A: evoked compound
action potentials (ECAPs) with increasing
stimulation current. Asterisk (*) indicates
threshold. Characteristic first negative (N1)
and positive (P1) peaks are labeled.
B: evoked auditory brain stem responses
(EABRs) with increasing stimulation current
in the same animal with the same electrode.
Asterisk (*) indicates threshold. Third (III)
and fourth (IV) peaks are labeled; stimula-
tion artifact obscures the first 2. C: plot of
N1–P1 amplitude as a function of stimula-
tion intensity for the example shown in A. D:
plot of wave III amplitude as a function of
stimulation intensity for the example shown
in B. E: correlation of ECAP and EABR
thresholds across animals (n � 6) and across
both electrodes (all with 2-channel arrays).
The example in A and B is labeled with the
filled black circle. F: change (�) in ECAP
threshold over time. Left: ECAP threshold
for the target electrode in separate animals;
right: ECAP threshold for the single foil
electrode (for the 2-channel arrays, n � 4;
open circles) and for an average of the foil
electrodes (for the 8-channel arrays, n � 3;
solid circles). The Xs mark the last im-
planted day for each animal, although no
ECAP measurement was acquired. Dotted
lines from last circle to X only indicate an-
imal identity.
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tial neuropathy, even in “pure,” conductive hearing loss
(Liberman et al. 2015).

Given these results, we chose to deafen our rats bilaterally
with the combination of intrascalar drugs and trauma and then
unilaterally implant them with either a two- or eight-channel
array. The intracochlear array insertion was achieved via a CO
drilled into the basal turn below the SA; whereas this approach
has been used in other animal models (Agterberg et al. 2010;
Johnson et al. 2012; Pfingst et al. 2011), this is the first
demonstration in a rat. The CO approach in the rat allows for
access to deeper parts of the cochlea, expanding the range of
characteristic frequencies of neurons that can be reached with
the array, both with standard, small rodent arrays (2- or
4-channel), as well as with eight-channel arrays that have

previously not been used in mice or rats. Not only does this
insertion depth better mimic the human array insertion, it also
allows the rat model to be used in studies regarding frequency
identification and discrimination, which are key for speech
perception and music appreciation and are known to be rela-

Fig. 8. Cochlear implant stimulation evokes cortical responses. A: evoked
multiunit responses as a function of stimulation current through a single
electrode at 2 separate cortical locations in 1 animal. ECAP threshold and
cortical threshold are indicated with dotted lines. Example-evoked multiunit
response is shown in the inset; asterisk (*), stimulus artifact. Original scale bar,
0.5 mV (x-axis); 20 ms (y-axis). B: summary of cortical thresholds for each
animal (n � 4). The normalized cortical threshold is taken as the difference (in
microamperes) between the absolute cortical and ECAP thresholds, divided by
the ECAP threshold.

Table 1. Postimplantation animal training timelines

Rat No. No. Channels
Recovery Time,

Days
Nosepoke Training,

Days
Target Association,

Days
Target Detection,

Days
Target Recognition,

Days
Implant Duration,

Days

Rat 1 2 4 1 18 – 36 66
Rat 2 2 2 3 4 9 40 60
Rat 3 2 2 6 7 4 20 40
Rat 4 2 10 6 3 15 – 35
Rat 5 8 6 5 1 17 – 30
Rat 6 8 2 4 – 7 9 22
Rat 7 8 2 4 – 9 16 31
Means 
 SE – 4.0 
 1.2 4.1 
 0.7 6.6 
 3.0 10.2 
 2.0 24.2 
 5.9 40.6 
 6.2

Fig. 9. Behavioral validation of cochlear implant use after training. A: auto-
mated stimulation setup for behavioral training. B: target recognition is
abolished after deafening (hearing d=: 2.68 
 0.12; deaf d=: 0.01 
 0.04, P 	
0.001, Student’s paired two-tailed t-test). Open circles, animals trained on 4
kHz target tone; solid circles, animals trained on 22.6 kHz target tone. C: target
recognition is restored when the cochlear implant (CI) is on (CI on d=: 1.70 

0.25; CI off d=: 0.04 
 0.03, P 	 0.001, Student’s paired two-tailed t-test).
D: trial self-initiation rates are similar between sessions when the CI is on or
off (CI on: 4.21 
 0.35; CI off: 3.93 
 0.29, P � 0.47, Student’s paired
two-tailed t-test). E: improvement in d= as a function of experience in weeks
after nosepoke training is complete. Solid circles, animals (n � 3) with the
8-channel arrays; open circles (n � 4) had 2-channel arrays.
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tively poorer in cochlear implant users compared with normal
hearing listeners (Di Nardo et al. 2011; Harnsberger et al.
2001; Sagi et al. 2010; Svirsky et al. 2001, 2011). Whereas the
origins of this phenomenon can be surmised, rigorous animal
studies focusing on frequency-related tasks will be key in
unraveling its underlying physiological correlates. Our pro-
posed rat model provides access to a broader range of frequen-
cies and has been demonstrated to be appropriate for such
frequency-based tasks.

To this end, we designed an automated, freely moving
behavioral training system. Sound processors are programmed
using clinical software, and array impedances and ECAP
thresholds are recorded both intra- and postoperatively until
they stabilize, typically 1–2 wk after surgery. With the use of
only the ECAP threshold values for each electrode, we devel-
oped a streamlined approach to program both the minimum and
maximum stimulation levels, facilitating the speed with which
animals can be stimulated and behaviorally trained following
implantation. We determined that ECAP thresholds signifi-
cantly correlated with EABR thresholds within individual
animals and that ECAP thresholds were consistently higher
than auditory cortical thresholds recorded via extracellular
tungsten electrodes. The use of the cortical threshold as the
minimum level (determined in relationship to the ECAP
threshold) and the ECAP threshold as the maximum level for
the dynamic range eliminates guesswork in setting the stimu-
lation levels for animals and supports other literature values for
programming the dynamic range in animal models (Agterberg
et al. 2010; Fallon et al. 2009a; Hartley et al. 2010). With the
use of this streamlined programming method and our behav-
ioral setup, we demonstrated that implanted rats can detect and
differentiate between sounds that activate different implant
channels.

Collectively, the animal cochlear implant literature has made
great strides in developing models for clinical phenomena and
strategies for clinical improvements. The work presented here
seeks to address a perceived need: a model to study the effects
of exclusive cochlear implant hearing and processing in ani-
mals that had prior acoustic hearing experience, mimicking
what might occur in postlingually deaf human subjects. This
system can also be combined with physiological and optoge-
netic methods for recording and stimulating brain areas that
might be important for using or adapting to implant stimula-
tion, as well as congenital models of deafness. Additionally,
we have demonstrated the feasibility of our methodology using
a frequency-based task, which can be used to study spectral
processing and limitations with a cochlear implant and can also
recapitulate some important clinical observations, such as vari-
ability in initial performance and in learning trajectories across
patients (Chang et al. 2010; Tyler et al. 2000). We anticipate
that the technical advances presented here will be of use in
studying these and many other interesting and clinically rele-
vant questions about cochlear implant perception.
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